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This is our third edition of Event Takeaways, capturing the key ideas 
from our events in our 2018/19 Programme. 

Compiled together they offer a useful glimpse into the exciting ideas 
and wealth of knowledge we have been fortunate to see at our events 
this year. They also highlight the shared challenges and opportunities 
for improving and enhancing our everyday lives through good design 
across London and beyond. 

We do hope you enjoy our Takeaways and that they inspire you to come 
along and sample future sessions for yourself. 

Urban Design London, Winter 2019. 

*Looking for the 2019/20 Events Programme? Please flip! 
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• The Mayor’s Air Quality Fund (MAQF) is a £20 million fund to improve 
London’s air quality. The initiative helps deliver key priorities in the Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy. Boroughs interested in applying for funding can find 
more information on London Assembly’s website.

• Utilise local expertise. Don’t forget to use your company’s internal teams and 
the knowledge they hold – they may have access to useful air quality and 
traffic monitoring data to strengthen your bid. Engage local businesses and 
schools to broaden your evidence base.

• Think about how you can capture the benefits of an air quality initiative. 
It is also important to have a robust consultation plan in place as eligible 
schemes are likely to be scrutinised. 

• Have a white list ready from the start. If you are considering an Ultra-
low Emission Vehicle scheme think about which vehicles qualify for an 
exemption and make clear under what terms. 

• Spread the news. Advertising your project to the local community early on 
can help get residents on board, and encourage long-term behaviour change. 
Use a range of campaigning materials such as leaflets, window stickers, 
games, best practise guides and social media.

Air Quality Guidance: Unpacked
02/10/2018

Chair
Sue Vincent, Urban Design London 

Speakers
Poppy Lyle, Greater London Authority  
Ines Lopez, Climate Reality Leader
Stefanie Hughes, City of London
Zuzana Buchova, LB Islington
Luuk van Kessel, LB Hackney
Jason Andrews, LB Merton
Andrew Gordon, LB Merton
John Lynn, LB Greenwich
Luis Bassett, LB Merton

Attendees  79

• Neighbourhood planning is a powerful tool that give communities the power 
to develop a shared vision for their area. We need to look at what works in 
the system rather than what doesn’t, and appreciate it. 

• Use pre-consultation to listen and learn from people’s everyday lives. Set 
up a design charrette which is an intensive, often multi-day, planning and 
design session where all stakeholders collaborate to develop a vision for a 
place and discuss proposals. 

• Create opportunities for people to come together from all backgrounds and 
communities.  Allow people to express themselves in creative ways. This 
makes the consultation process more inclusive and encourages  
wider engagement. 

• Exchange and reciprocate. The idea of reciprocation is critical to engage the 
community. Give something in return for their feedback/comments.

• Use digital tools to your advantage. Digital tools provides a platform to 
encourage and increase wider community engagement and contribution to 
development proposals.

Engagement & Co-Design Network
06/12/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd, Urban Design London 

Speakers
Deborah Halling, Greater London Authority  
David Janner-Klausner, Commonplace
Richard Crutchley, Tibbalds
Angela Koch, Imagine Place
Noha Nasser, MELA
David King, StART

Attendees  54
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• Meeting the nine outcomes of the Mayor’s Transport Strategy is essential 
for a successful LIP bid. The outcomes aim to make transport more active, 
safe, efficient, green, connected and accessible to support good growth and 
unlock homes and jobs.

• When designing a local transport strategy, plan ahead and involve the 
community from the start. Bring key players and experts together early on to 
brainstorm ideas and go for quick wins that involve residents to help  
build support. 

• Communities welcome change more readily if it is linked to the area’s 
existing qualities. Tying elements of a scheme’s design to the local area’s 
history, for example, can boost support from local residents.

• Designing for children provides benefits for every age. Places where 
children are safe to walk to school by themselves and are able to play without 
supervision are welcomed by everyone in the community.

• The number of road deaths are falling, but not for cyclists, pedestrians 
and motorcyclists. While there has been a significant decline in Killed and 
Serious Injured (KSI) from 2000 to 2016, most of these can be attributed to 
improved safety features in modern vehicles. The KSI levels of cyclist and 
motorcycle however, have remained the same.

Local Implementation Plan Guidance: Unpacked
26/04/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd, Urban Design London

Speakers
Jean-Christophe Chassard, RB Kingston
Richard McGreevy, Transport for London 
Tim Martin, LB Barking & Dagenham
Gareth Davies, Transport for London
Oliver Drasar, Transport for London
Mike Keegan, Transport for London
Peter Sadler, Transport for London 
Zoe Cotton, Transport for London
Dinah Bornat, ZCD Architects
Sally Crew, LB Southwark

Attendees  56

• Design review panels are part of the Mayor’s good growth agenda.  The 
recently released London Quality Review Charter aims to provide a 
benchmark for a consistently high standard of design reviews across London. 
All Design Review Panels are encouraged to sign-up to its principles.  

• The Good Growth by Design programme offers valuable guidance and 
research to boroughs. The programme contributes to a suite of tools and 
techniques for ensuring high design quality. The London Housing Design 
Guide is one of the resources available on GLA’s website. 

• Don’t redesign the wheel. Many boroughs have established panels, some 
more than ten years ago. They can offer valuable advice about the best way 
to recruit the right panel members, how to get support within the borough for 
design review, finance options, and how best to advertise your service.

• Design review is but one part in the planning process. It can’t be considered 
in isolation and is connected to a range of wider design and project 
management processes in the complex journey to get a scheme delivered. 

Design Review Network 
12/06/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd, Urban Design London

Speakers
Sarah E Considine, Greater London Authority
Sarah Scannell, LB Hounslow 
Andrew Slaney, LB Enfield
Rachel Hearn, LB Havering
Matthew Carmona, UCL

Attendees  28
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• We need to knit industry back into the fabric of the city. London is losing 
industrial land at an unsustainable pace. Policy E5 in the draft London Plan 
seeks no net loss of industrial capacity in 55 designated Strategic Industrial 
Locations (SIL). 

• London is under pressure to deliver houses; requiring industrial land to 
work harder. Co-location is becoming more prevalent and goes beyond 
making industrial areas pretty or cramming them full of offices. It is about 
getting genuinely industrial uses as part of high-density development.

• Value the power of collaborative working. Getting in contact with 
neighbouring boroughs about their SIL strategy or learning from successful 
Local Economic Growth Companies (LEGCo’s) can help your borough set a 
bold economic growth vision built on an understanding of business needs, 
demands, networks and trends.

• Freight is an important considieration in developing mixed-use sites. 
Consolidating loads, using bicycles and on foot deliveries are some of the 
ways to reduce congestion and minimise last mile distribution. 

 
• Let’s create places that are great to work and live in. Investment and 

protection of industry is vital to the economic sucess of London. We need to 
think carefully to ensure boundaries between industry and residential areas  
are well managed. 

Going for Growth
12/09/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Rob McNicol, Greater London Authority
Will Stewart, Greater London Authority
Jack Maizels, Transport for London
Will Teasdale, LB Waltham Forest
Dave Lawrence, CAG Consultants
Melissa Myer, We Made That
Nisha Kurian, We Made That
Martyn Saunders, GVA

Attendees  74

• You have more bargaining power than you think. Consider what you can 
bring to the negotiation table and don’t forget about the expertise of your 
colleagues. Your knowledge of the company structure and internal processes 
are all bargaining chips that can be used to your advantage. And most 
importantly – believe in yourself!

• When in doubt refer to  the seven stages of negotiation. Make sure to do 
your research and come prepared.  Set an appropriate tone for the meeting, 
understand the reasoning behind a negotiator’s behaviour, ask for what you 
want, be flexible and know when to close the deal.

• Set an objective at the beginning of the meeting. Agreeing to an objective 
from the start will hold both parties accountable and prevent you from losing 
sight of the overall aim.

• Do a self-check during the negotiation. Body language, tone of voice and 
eye contact all play a role in ensuring a positive outcome for everybody 
involved. 

• Listen more, speak less. Ask questions to understand the other sides needs 
and motivations. This will allow you to be more flexible in your approach and 
initial ‘deal-breakers’ will become less important.

Negotiation Masterclass
04/09/2018

Chair
Sue Vincent,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Clive Rich, LawBite

Attendees  46

34

Kindly sponsored by:
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Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Katherine Howatson, Transport for London 
Simon Munk, London Cycling Campaign 
Lucy Saunders, Transport for London
Esther Kurland,Transport for London
Charlotte Markey, Green Blue Urban
Andy Martin, Transport for London
Vicky Dunne, Transport for London
Sam Wright, Transport for London
Mark Artis,Transport for London
Ben Bost, Transport for London
Ben Addy, Sustrans

Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Hassan Mohamad,Transport for London 
Timothy Hopkins,Transport for London
Simon Mouncey,Transport for London
Fiona Clowes, Transport for London
Henry Cresser, Transport for London
Natalie Chan, Transport for London
Sabrina Kastner, Street Behaviour 
Harun Khan, Transport for London
Joel DeMowbray, RB Greenwich 
Tobias Newland, LB Hackney
Josh Learner, LB Lewisham
Oli Davey, Urban Movement 32

Kindly sponsored by:

• Learn how people use their local neighbourhood. Discovering and mapping 
common routes through resident engagement can highlight issues of 
severance and focus on the most appropriate walking and cycling corridors.

•  Community engagement is important to build local support for a scheme. 
Participate in local community events, such as school fetes, to get a better 
understand of community needs and neighbourhood use. 

• TfL tools such as Playbook and City Planner Tool are available to help 
boroughs prepare Liveable Neighbourhood submissions. Playbook provides 
data such as air quality, vehicle flows, walking and cycling potential and 
crime. The TfL City Planner Tool is used to inform and prioritise borough and 
TfL investment programmes by comparing and ranking data for the whole of 
London. 

• Benefits Realisation is a great way to identify and track the benefits of 
a scheme. While developing your Benefits Realisation, it is important to 
consider; what you are trying to achieve in the scheme, what will change in 
the area and how you can prove you have achieved the desired changes.

 
Preparing a Liveable 
Neighbourhood Bid 
02/05/2018

Attendees  85

33

• When designing a low traffic neighbourhood, consider walkability. Low 
traffic neighbourhood cells should be between 1-2km. Any larger and people 
tend to drive within the neighbourhood.

• Driver choice on the road can increase delay. Offering more choices to 
drivers can often increase overall delay to drivers due to increased turning 
movements.

• Display consultation data in a way that can be easily understood. The more 
the public understand the scheme and feels involved in its creation, the more 
support a scheme will receive. Masking undesirable elements of the scheme 
in complex data will only cause problems further down the line.

• New technology can guarantee your consultation flyer reaches all 
residents. Distribution companies can provide GPS tracked flyer delivery, 
which could help guarantee all intended residents are sent scheme 
information. 

Designing Liveable Neighbourhoods
04/07/2018  

Kindly sponsored by:

Attendees  103



Tech & the City

30

• Remember people’s well-being when designing buildings. Using natural 
materials, designing spaces for exercise and indoor plants all contribute 
to our productivity, alertness and mood and can positively impact people’s 
wellbeing and improve indoor air quality.

• The WELL Building Standard (by the International Well Building Institute) 
offers guidance on making buildings healthier for all. It promotes wellbeing 
in buildings based on seven criteria; air, water, nourishment, light, fitness, 
comfort, mind and innovation. 

• We need better methods of assessing, rating and certifying the 
sustainability of our buildings. Post-occupancy tests have uncovered 
serious health and safety problems caused from poor-quality materials 
hidden within buildings. We need appropriate building code requirements, 
backed by policy, to ensure hazardous materials are not used. 

• Modular and off-site construction can build homes fast and increase 
quality. Off-site construction reduces challenges created by varying onsite 
conditions, increases output, and ensures high-quality materials tested in 
controlled conditions.

• Conventional building materials are becoming more sustainable. Alternative 
fuels like biomass have significantly reduced the carbon content of concrete 
over recent years and innovative products such as bio-receptive concrete 
offer architects a range of more sustainable materials to choose from. 

Tech & Buildings 
17/05/2018

Chair
Rory Svensson,  Urban Design London   

Speakers
Philip Breese, Weston Williamson + Partners 
Guy Thompson, The Concrete Centre 
Tom Woolley, author and architect
Tom Westwood, Waugh Thistleton
Olga Turner, Ekkist

Attendees  26

• Liveable Neighbourhoods will help us meet the Mayor’s goals for ‘Good 
Growth’ in London. The Mayor’s Transport Strategy calls for 80% of all 
journeys to be made by walking, cycling or public transport by 2041. The 
strategy includes Vision Zero, higher river usage, decreased bus journey 
times, reduced tube and rail crowding and halving additional journey times 
for people with accessibility issues.

• The Liveable Neighbourhood objectives aim to deliver streets that support 
healthy lifestyles. To encourage the public to take up active travel, Liveable 
Neighbourhoods looks to develop the urban realm to make walking, cycling 
and public transport more attractive.

• Transport for London will help boroughs achieve the outcomes for the 
Liveable Neighbourhoods programme. TfL can provide data, design reviews 
and best practice documentation to any boroughs submitting Liveable 
Neighbourhood bids. This will help identify areas for change and focus on 
benefits that can be delivered. 

• Emotions matter when creating a successful neighbourhood. Designers and 
planners should imagine themselves in the scheme; will the design provoke 
feelings of contentment, curiosity, delight, happiness, pleasure?

Planning for a Liveable Neighbourhood 
18/04/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Jeanette Baartman, Transport for London
Hassan Mohamad, Transport for London
Lucy Saunders, Transport for London
Natalie Chan, Transport for London
Will Norman, Transport for London
Helen Fallon, Transport for London
Andy Martin, Transport for London 

Attendees  72

Working with the 
Mayor’s Transport Strategy

31

Kindly sponsored by:
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• Rain is a precious resource that we should use to our advantage. There is 
potential to carry rain water into our city’s infrastructure from green roofs to 
swales, rain gardens and permeable surfaces. Green infrastructure offers an 
opportunity to transform our streets and helps bring nature into the city’s 
hard paved surfaces.

• Design rain gardens that delight, surprise and encourage play.  Planting on 
either side of a footpath can create a sense of walking through a field and 
logs can suddenly become a playground or a place to sit and eat. A well-
designed garden not only makes a space feel more welcoming, but can also 
strengthen desire lines or frame views.

• Choose the right planting and soil to ensure your garden provides continual 
interest throughout the year. You can find valuable guidance on plant 
selection and soil types online to help your rain succeed during the first 
months of establishment. Our Designing Rain Gardens sourcebook, available 
on our website, offers practical tips to calculate the size and location of your 
rain garden.

• Rain gardens are cost effective in the long run. You need to make an 
investment at the start of a project, but in the long run rain gardens could be 
cheaper to maintain than paved roads and need minimal maintenance. 

• Access to rich and diverse green spaces goes beyond amenity. Green 
corridors encourage walking and cycling and can shift people’s attitude 
towards active travel. It is also extremely important to the health and 
happiness of all Londoners. 

Designing Rain Gardens: 
A Practical Guide
10/10/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Madeleine Lundholm, Karakusevic Carson Architects
George Warren, Greater London Authority 
Kevin Barton, Robert Bray Associates 
Zac Tudor, Sheffield City Council
Jamie Kukadia, LB Enfield
Ian Russell, LB Enfield

Attendees  54

• Start with the urban design principles set out in the Design Companion. 
These include consideration of a mix of uses, active edges and greenery.

• Place Value Wiki is a valuable resource. This global academic collaborative 
platform is accessible to everyone and identifies where there is strong 
evidence for principles that contribute to well-designed places and what to 
watch out for. 

• Ensure active frontages. Consider strategically placed doors and windows 
that overlook the street, which can help create a sense of safety.

• People’s perceptions of their neighbourhood shape their behaviour. 
Creating a high quality public realm can help deter antisocial behaviour. 
Schemes such as Secured by Design provide guidance which combine 
principles of ‘designing out crime’ with security and safety. 

• Safer streets should accommodate all road users. Make sure to strike a 
balance between pedestrians and cars, allowing wide footways and clear 
routes for pedestrians. 

Buildings Frontage: 
Creating Good Neighbours
21/11/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Attendees  33

29
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• The Mayor has committed to reach the EU legal Air Quality limit by 2025. 
The GLA is implementing a range of measures to clean up London’s air 
including the T-Charge, electric vehicle infrastructure and the Mayoral Clean 
Air Fund.

• Air quality benefits can be difficult to quantify. Air analysis is expensive 
and influenced by many complex variables. Small schemes should focus on 
recording indirect benefits such as green infrastructure and  
behaviour change.

• Trees are a simple way to reduce pollution. Trees absorb and hold nitrogen 
oxide (NOx) and other pollutants in their leaves. Mature trees with ‘hairy’ 
leaves create large surface areas that trap particulate matter (PM) pollution.

• Online shopping (and retail delivering) is making London’s air quality 
worse. There are many opportunities to reduce the impact of retail deliveries 
through freight consolidation centres, pedestrian porters, cycle corridors 
and bulk/collective procurement.

• Deciding where to put electric vehicle charge points can be tricky. When 
installing electric vehicle charging points, consider the following: electrical 
supply, footway width, power requirements, foundation space, vehicle access 
and collision risk. 

• Slower vehicle speeds does not increase emissions. A recent study by 
Imperial College has found that 20mph speeds reduce emissions from diesel 
vehicles when compared to 30mph speeds.

Air Quality Day 1
28/06/2018

Chair
Rory Svensson,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Chris Churchman, Churchman Landscape Architects
Tom Linton-Smith, Cross River Partnership
Oliver Lord, Greater London Authority
Yvonne Brown, Transport  for London 
Claire Greszczuk, Transport for London
Jacqueline Short, Transport for London
Gemma Hearsum, LB Waltham Forest
Naomi Baster, Transport  for London
Sagal Dirie, Transport for London
Jane Sherry. LB Waltham Forest
Ines Lopez, Transport for London
David Deakin, AECOM
Glenn Higgs, WSP

Attendees  55  

• Green infrastructure needs to be an essential part of our built environment.  
We need to establish and quantify the value of soft landscaping, otherwise it 
will remain as ‘nice to have’. 

• Green spaces play an important role in key policy agendas. How we 
integrate and manage green spaces in the city’s infrastructure can help us 
meet multiple objectives, such as active travel and improving air quality, as 
outlined in the Mayor's Transport Strategy and draft London Plan. 

• Choose the right plants for the right locations. Analyse your site conditions; 
consider the soil type, micro climate and desired plant characteristics to 
create a plant community that is resilient and able to withstand challenging 
urban conditions. TDAG is a valuable resource for guidance on plant 
selection.

• Develop a strategy for green infrastructure. Having a strategy in place will 
help your borough address environmental and social challenges, identify 
the appropriate amount of greening required for new developments and 
help identify opportunities for cross-borough collaboration through green 
infrastructure interventions.

• A holistic approach to landscaping can save you time and money. 
Considering the full life of green infrastructure and spending time selecting 
your species can reduce long-term maintenance costs and prevent your 
scheme from falling in the typical 30% mortality rate during the plant 
establishment phase. 

Designing with Nature
05/09/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Peter Massini, Greater London Authority
Andrew D. Hirons, Myerscough College
Charlotte Markey, GreenBlue Urban
John Parker, Transport for London
Giacomo Guzzon, Gillespies

Attendees  52

27
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• Feeling safe and being safe are not necessarily the same thing. An area can 
be secure with security barriers, bollards and fences but still not be a space 
where people want to spend time or feel safe in. When designing safety 
features, it is important to strike the right balance. 

• Security measures should be integrated within placemaking design, instead 
of being an afterthought. Proper integration avoids unnecessary street 
clutter, improves pedestrian flow and ensures it is a space people want to 
spend time in. 

• Make sure planned security bollards and barriers pass the standard 
requirements. PAS 68 is the standard for a bollard or barrier to withstand 
most vehicle impacts.

• Urban designers have an increasingly diverse toolkit for hostile vehicle 
mitigation. Recent developments have created PAS 68 rated street furniture 
that includes lamp columns, traffic signal poles, planters, bins, cycle racks, 
signage, art/sculpture, retaining walls and handrails.

• Vision Zero aims to make streets safe for all road users. By reducing vehicle 
speeds, implementing safer junction design, legislating safer vehicles and 
promoting safer travel behaviours, Vision Zero aims to achieve zero killed or 
serious injuries (KSI) on London’s streets by 2041. 

Safe Streets & Placemaking 
15/05/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Mandy McGregor, Transport for London
John Strutton, Transport for London
Peter Sadler, Transport for London
Will Norman, Transport for London
Marta Liut, Transport for London
Paul Haggerty, Marshalls

Attendees  45

• Data has power. When looking to increase walking it is important to gather 
more data to understand why people do and don’t walk, information such as 
destination, walking routes and barriers provide great insight when looking 
to improve walking.

• The high street isn’t dying, it’s evolving. Retailers are expanding the 
experience of the high street with technology, art, music and performance 
events. Town centre schemes should look towards the future use of the high 
streets to ensure they continue to meet the needs of residents with walkable 
distances.

• Town centres can become walking islands. Often town centres are geared 
towards pedestrians staying within a ring road whilst providing parking to 
make driving more attractive. Pedestrians need walking networks to extend 
beyond town centres.

• The smallest of details can have a major impact for disabled users and 
inclusive access. Designers must consult broadly to understand how all 
users will be impacted. 

• Biophilic design draws on the natural world to improve walking. Drawing 
from nature in design can create restorative and welcoming environments, by 
incorporating planting, water, natural materials and shapes and patterns that 
are found in nature.

How to Help People to Walk More
20/06/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Teresa Rumble, Centre for Accessible Environments
Dr. Ashley Dhanani, University College London
Naomi Baster, Transport for London
Phil Howes, Transport for London
Patricia Brown, Centre for London
Bruce McVean, City of London
Rachel Lee, Living Streets
Joe Clancy,  WSP

Attendees  45

Transport for Streets

24
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• The draft London Plan sets out a bold design-led vision for sustainable 
growth. It outlines the need for 66,000 new homes per year, and where these 
homes can be located, such as growth corridors, existing town centres, close 
to transport nodes and infill. 

• Small sites will play a big role in housing delivery. The small sites targets 
set out in policy H2 of the draft London Plan will affect outer boroughs more 
significantly than inner boroughs.

• Get the right talent involved. The draft London Plan places emphasis on a 
design-led approach to determine site capacity, which poses the question: 
How can boroughs get the right people and skills needed to assess and 
assess housing density optimisation?

• There is a great selection of ‘go-to’ resources at your fingertips. Small 
Change Big Impact, Healthy Streets Check for Designers, Healthy Streets for 
London, Urban Design London and Design Network are but a few resources 
that align with the draft London Plan and Mayor’s Transport  
Strategy aims.

Increasing Housing Supply 
24/04/2018

Chair
Sue Vincent,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Zohra Chiheb, Levitt Bernstein Architects
Gavin McLaughlin, Transport for London
Henry Kennedy-Skipton, LB Ealing
Justin Laskin, PTE Architects 
Maggie Telfer, Land Registry
Phil Hayden, Barratt London 
Richard Crutchley, Tibbalds
Robin Cooper, LB Newham

Attendees  45

Above - The Marklake Cuourt Kipling Estate 
was part of a resident-led social housing 
scheme. Residents took part in a series of 
workshops and were invited to experiment with 
different shapes for the building

The Delivery Process 
26/06/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London   

Speakers
Matthew Lloyd, Matthew Lloyd Architects 
Richard Tinham, Winckworth Sherwood
Alex Willey, Clarion Housing Group
Peter Elliott, Transport for London
Tim Riley, RCKa 

Attendees  38

• Communication is key. When entering a joint venture set clear objectives 
and keep all partners informed of important decisions.

 
• Although a joint venture is tricky to set up the benefits can be far-reaching. 

This includes dividing the risk between partners, opening channels for 
funding and sharing resources and expertise. 

• Smaller house builders can inspire creative solutions. Our housing market 
is dominated by big house-builders. Small and medium-sized enterprises  
(SME) can increase competition and incentivise innovation in house 
building. We need to find ways to support SMEs.

• Each delivery model is unique, but there is a lot we can learn from each 
other. Common Home, for example, set up a delivery process for a joint 
venture with Lewisham LLP and is but one of the delivery processes 
boroughs can follow. 

22 23
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• Remember, the local community are experts of their local area. Design 
proposals, images and ideas should only be developed after initial 
conversations with the community. 

• Be organised and transparent. Have a dedicated contact in the borough for 
each project, and let people know the timeline and project scope from the 
start. Remember to distribute and explain outcomes to the local community. 

• Be inclusive. You will get the right people in the room if each consultation 
opportunity is accessible and convenient. Ask local community leaders for 
advice and target specific groups if needed. 

• Get drawing. Drawing is a very useful way of capturing information and ideas 
from the community. Building materials such as Lego are handy tools to kick 
off creative thinking. 

• Keep the dream alive. It is important to sustain local involvement throughout 
the project timeline. Schedule regular updates and get-togethers that fit in 
with the interests of the local residents such as art events; fairs and  
coffee stalls.

Working with & for Communities   
05/07/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London   

Speakers
Tony Burton, Neighbourhood Planners London
Michael Edwards, University College London
Wendy Shillam, Neighbourhood Forum
Maddalena Iovene, Create Streets
Dinah Bornat, ZCD Architects
Kieran Toms, Create Streets
Sue Cooke, LB Hackney
Charles Champion, JTP
Dieter Kleiner, RCKa

Attendees  38

• We need to change the way we build. Modern methods of construction don’t 
fit in our current framework for delivering homes. We need a pan London 
approach to improve supply chains and source alternative finance models for 
innovative small to medium manufacturers currently locked out.

• Engage early. Understand building limitations and engage with a contractor 
with the appropriate skills early on. This will help you plan your project 
around the best method of construction.

• Modular building can help deliver schemes on time and within budget. 
Off-site modular construction is incredibly flexible and reliable and includes 
factory testing of materials to ensure high quality products. It also eliminates 
delays caused by onsite building. 

• We are facing a climate crisis that requires significant change in the way we 
source materials and choose construction methods. Natural materials such 
as straw and hemp fibre need to be introduced into mainstream construction.  

Construction Options
06/11/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  
Professor Tom Woolley, Architect & Author

Speakers
Tom Mitchell, Metropolitan Workshop
Elaine Toogood, The Concrete Centre 
Jason Pritchard, Excel Structures
Dave Lomax, Waugh Thistleton
Graeme O’Doherty, McAvoy

Attendees  47
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Getting Homes Built

18

• Tall building design needs to be appropriate at both city and street scale. 
This requires careful design and review processes including context analysis 
and 3D model testing.

• Design quality needs to be safeguarded; from initial drawings to building 
completion.  We must be rigorous in reviewing planning proposals to ensure 
tall buildings have a positive impact on the neighbourhood – small errors on 
paper can have significant impacts in reality.  

• Wind impact testing needs to be done much earlier in the design process. 
Early testing can ensure adverse wind effects are mitigated through positive 
building modifications. 

• We must think about the public space around tall buildings. LB Southwark 
requires tall building schemes to deliver high-quality public spaces to 
accommodate not only the needs of a building’s residents but also the 
general public. 

• Day-to-day servicing of tall buildings is important. Consider the practical 
challenges presented by tall buildings, from waste collection to window 
cleaning, package delivery and parking needs. Make sure realistic plans 
for servicing are in place to ensure tall buildings function well without 
unnecessary disruptions. 

London’s Tall Storeys
18/10/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Tim Catchpole, Mortlake with East Sheen Society 
Michael Tsoukaris, LB Southwark 
Lucia Cerrada, LB Tower Hamlets
Christian Male, Simpson Haugh
Giulia Matteoni, ARUP
Andrew Allsop, ARUP
Russell Curtis, RCKa
Alex Andrews, WSP

Attendees  78

• The GLA is supporting new ways to increase housing in London. The 
draft London Plan, Homes for Londoners and Affordable Housing & 
Viability Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) outline a series of 
new procurement options to support the delivery of the Mayor’s ambitious 
housing targets.

• The ‘Threshold’ approach in the SPG offers developers a fast-track route. 
In exchange they need to deliver 50% on-site affordable housing on public 
sector land. This can shift the conversation away from ‘how few affordable 
homes can we get away with’ to a win-win situation. 

• Viability can be a positive planning tool offering greater transparency. As 
outlined in the SPG, the GLA and local boroughs can benefit from working 
together and sharing experiences about costs and outcomes. 

• Viability is hard to fix down. Constantly changing variables like site 
constraints, building material costs, construction costs, the political climate 
and local plan policies directly affect viability calculations which makes it 
difficult to compare different viability cost-breakdowns. 

• Remember, viability is a negotiation, and local boroughs have a lot of 
bargaining chips. Understand the context and the values at play when 
talking to developers, so you can negotiate a deal that is beneficial 

 for everyone. 

Viability
21/06/2018 & 04/10/2018

Chair
Sue Vincent,  Urban Design London  

Speakers, 21/06/2018
Charles Solomon, Greater London Authority
Hugh Lacey, Pioneer Property Services 
Valerie Conway, David Lock Associates

Speakers, 04/10/2018
Andrew Jones, BPS Surveyors
Ellie Clayton-Smith, BPSSurveyors

Attendees  55
Attendees  103
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• How can the planning system best serve Londoners? Simply supplying more 
homes will not resolve the housing crisis; long-term we need to step back 
and consider how we want the city to grow and evolve. 

• Let’s design out inadequate housing. We need to futureproof our housing 
by encouraging and facilitating the delivery of well-designed additional 
housing. Commit to quality; think about the social benefits a scheme delivers 
and refuse poor design. 

• Meeting our housing targets requires diverse tactics.  Intensifying 
industrial land to release land for housing, preparing design codes to 
encourage higher densities on small sites and setting up borough-led 
development companies are but a few of the opportunities available.

• Build-to-Rent can play an important role in meeting our housing needs. Our 
affordable housing stock has been steadily depleting, moving from public 
to private ownership. Build-to-Rent schemes letting at least 30% affordable 
housing at London Living Rent are liable to follow a fast-track route to 
encourage the resupply of our social housing stock.

• We are all in it together. Collaboration is the key to ensure we meet our 
housing targets and is a way to share the risks associated with affordable 
housing delivery.  

Meeting Our Housing Needs: Targets & Thresholds 
10/07/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Jane Briginshaw, Jane Briginshaw Associates 
Jennifer Peters, Greater London Authority 
Melissa Dowler, Bell Phillips Architects 
Kristina Roszynski, Cullinan Studio 
Steve Cole, Clarion Housing Group 
Mike Johnson, One Housing 
Robert Lancaster, LB Bexley
David Joyce, LB Camden
Tara Butler, LB Merton 

Attendees  49

• Bigger is not always better. Cheap and cheerful interventions can lead 
to more meaningful place-making that can have a positive effect on 
neighbourhoods. 

 
• Community is at the heart of meaningful meanwhile.  Meanwhile projects 

can be a tool for real community engagement, pooling different businesses 
and initiatives with local needs.

• Temporary changes are worthwhile. Cities are never static and architecture 
and place-making schemes should embrace the impermanent as a valuable 
undertaking. Meaningful meanwhile can act as a catalyst for positive renewal 
in our city and result in major short-term and long-term benefits. 

• Develop a project timeline from the start.  This will help maximise a 
meanwhile scheme’s impact. Think about your exit strategy, and consider 
how pop-up structures could be moved and reused easily. 

• Meanwhile spaces have the ability to be testing grounds for future land 
use. Temporary projects create opportunities for locals to try new ventures by 
reducing some of the risks associated with long-term leases. With less rigid 
planning regulations, there is also greater opportunity to be inventive and 
test out ideas, quickly.

Meaningful Meanwhile 
16/10/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Emily Berwyn, Meanwhile Space
Valerie Beirne, Better Bankside
Fergus Feilden, Feilden Fowles
Roger Zogolovitch, Solidspace
Osama Shoush, LB Lewisham
Mathew Leung, Assemble

Attendees  76
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• The housing crisis in London has sparked an upsurge of new and creative 
housing solutions. Start-up businesses such as Naked House and borough 
driven initiatives such as Brick by Brick, are just some of the new players 
working hard to offer Londoners more housing options.  

• Financial reform is required to incentivise and support tenure 
diversification. Current barriers for entering alternative housing options – 
such as struggling to get a bank loan for a deposit – need to be addressed.

• Community-led housing is a key aspect in achieving the Mayor’s housing 
targets. The recently established Community-led Housing resource and 
advice hub offers support to groups and boroughs keen to undertake 
community-led housing schemes. 

• The rental market needs to adjust for long-term tenants. Renting is quickly 
becoming a long-term choice for more people, and reform is needed to 
de-risk and stabilise the private rented sector, as well as greater planning 
support for build-to-rent schemes. 

• Communities need to be at the centre of housing development. The benefits 
of community-led and co-housing are far-reaching; ensuring housing 
schemes meet the needs of the local community, tackling isolation, and 
offering options for vulnerable groups such as older people. 

Housing Options 
05/06/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Levent Kerimol,  Community Led Housing London 
Him Hudson, University College London 
Nick Taylor, Greater London Authority 
Lindsay Judge, Resolution Foundation 
Hannah Slater, Generation Rent 
Simon Chouffot, Naked House
Chloe Phelps, Brick by Brick 

Attendees  50

• Remember the individual experience when designing high-density 
developments. Always refer back to the basics; how an individual enters the 
building; natural ventilation, appropriate storage, daylight, views, balcony 
spaces, communal areas and green spaces. 

• Dense development must be site-specific. Reflecting and responding to  
the local architectural history, looking at building height and materials,  
and considering legibility will help anchor new schemes into their 
context. 

• Think about the public spaces around high density schemes.  There is an 
opportunity for increasing density to provide a new, exciting layer of building 
stock in London, but it should not be at the expense of our shared public 
realm. We need to think about creative ways to add urban greening and 
community amenity to public spaces. 

• Engagement is essential. Talk to the community, listen to their concerns, 
engage with Councillors and work closely with developers. This will ensure 
schemes hit necessary density targets but also connect and enhance the 
community.  

Density
03/07/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London   

Speakers
David McDonald, Institute of Historic Building Conservation 
Michael Edwards, University College London 
Fanny Blanc, London School of Economics
Seyi Adewole, Rafael Marks, Pierre Longhini
Alice Hardy,Tim Rodber, Students from 
the London School of Architecture 
Tim White, London School of Economics
Gerald Mccreanor, Mccreanor Lavington
Elliot Kemp, Greater London Authority
Tom Mitchell, Metropolitan Workshop
Ciara Hanson, Transport for London
Deborah Saunt, DSDHA

Attendees  41
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• Exemplary housing design doesn’t need to be complicated. Prize-winning 
schemes such as South Gardens in Elephant and Castle and Camden 
Courtyards showcase sound design principles and also consider sunlight, 
ventilation, storage, materiality and the all-important building entrance.

• Our definition of home goes beyond bricks and mortar. Considering public 
and private amenity space, careful landscape design and lighting can all 

 help turn spaces into places.

• Accessibility needs to be thought about at the start. Drawing in a 
wheelchair turning circle and furniture in early plans are useful ways to 
gauge if housing layouts are usable and accessible for all.

• A radical approach to intensification is being considered in LB Croydon 
with presumption in favour of development that increases the number of 
units and scale of conventional housing areas.  

Housing Design
13/11/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Jacqui Smith, Centre for Accessible Environments 
Kruti Patel, Metropolitan Workshop 
Neil Deely, Metropolitan Workshop
David Birkbeck, Design for Homes 
Guy Rochez, LB Croydon 

Attendees  84

• Think about all the different uses of a street. In addition to movement, 
streets are also places to meet, sit, eat, relax and play in.  

• Streets need to be flexible and adapt to different user needs. This calls for 
a holistic approach to the design of streets that considers all modes and 
provides an accessible, welcoming environment to everybody, including the 
visually and mobility impaired.

• Research shows that street trees improve health and wellbeing and provide 
economic benefits. The addition of street trees can increase workplace 
productivity, property values and shopping habits and therefor the economy. 

• Our streets and spaces provide a great stage for art and culture, which add 
vibrancy to our public realm. Public art can be permanent or temporary and 
is a good way to encourage public interaction and attract more business to  
an area. We need to design more spaces that can accommodate these 
creative uses.

  
• The School Streets scheme proposes closing the road outside a school 

during its opening and closing hours. This can reduce vehicle volumes, 
improving road safety levels and students’ health. LB Hackney have been 
testing and monitoring the impact of this and plan to implement the scheme 
in the future. 

Street Design
12/12/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Dominique Humbert, LB Hackney 
Oliver Davey, Urban Movement 
John Dales, Urban Movement 
Robert Nicholas, LB Hackney 

Attendees  67
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• London is getting taller quickly, and requires careful planning. With 510 tall 
buildings (62% between 20-29 storeys) in the pipeline, tall buildings have 
the potential to contribute to the housing need, but have to be done with 
careful consideration of our existing neighbourhood character.

• 3D modelling is a helpful way to visualise proposals in context. Digital tools 
can help local authorities determine the impacts of tall buildings, leading to 
better and quicker decision making in pre-application phases. 

• Tall buildings must be designed from the city-scale right down to window 
detailing. Whilst accommodating the needs and comforts of future residents, 
also consider how tall buildings impact the surrounding pathways, parks and 
public transport networks.

• Evidence based research on living in tall buildings will help identify what 
works and what doesn’t. LB Tower Hamlets is undergoing post-occupancy 
research which will direct their new developments once it is completed in 
2019.  

• House building and placemaking go hand-in-hand. London is moving 
towards higher density living, making it increasingly important to design 
affordable and well-designed places that add to the happiness and wellbeing 
of all residents and positively benefit the local area and existing community.

Building Tall Neighbourhoods
13/09/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London   

Speakers
Paul Thompson, Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners 
Holly Lang, Greater London Authority
Michael Ritchie, LB Tower Hamlets
Lucia Cerrada, LB Tower Hamlets 
Matt Pullen, LB Tower Hamlets 
Jason Hawthorne, VU City 
Stuart Baillie, GL Hearn 
Peter Maxwell, LLDC
Anna Minton, Author
Dan Epstein, OPDC

Attendees  100

• Green infrastructure provides a range of far-reaching benefits. Mitigating 
flooding, improving air and water quality, cooling the urban environment 
and encouraging greater uptake of walking and cycling are just some of the 
positive outcomes. 

• London’s Environment Strategy is a key aspect of the Mayor’s Good 
Growth agenda. Boroughs should promote the use of an Urban Greening 
Factor to identify the appropriate amount of urban greening required in new 
developments. 

• Trees need to be strategically placed to ensure they are around for the 
long term. Ask; is there enough soil and access to water? What is the tree’s 
proximity to buildings? What is the tree's ultimate size (above and below 
ground. The Trees and Design Action Group (TDAG) has a series of useful 
guides to help with planting in hard landscapes and townscapes. 

•  Green roofs have countless benefits, but require careful planning in design 
and technical stages. Orientation, light levels, irrigation, amenity and shade 
are some of the aspects that need to be considered to deliver successful 
green roofs.

Landscape Design
31/10/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Vanessa Ross, Arc Landscape Design & Planning 
Sam Davenport, Greater London Authority 
Vincent Friedlander, Allen Pyke Associates 
Yetunde Adul, BRE Global 

Attendees  16
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• Small sites can have big impact. Sites smaller than 0.25 hectares have the 
capacity to make a significant contribution to delivering houses. Policy H2 in 
the draft London Plan recognises the potential of infill and underused sites 
and encourages boroughs to support high quality small site projects.  

• There is no simple solution to London's housing crisis. The Mayor’s Housing 
Strategy sets out a variety of measures to increase housing supply and 
diversify mix of housing delivered. It also identifies the opportunity to unlock 
and grow the capacity of ‘SME builders’, and promote new entrants to the 
market.

• The GLA’s Small Builders programme ensures sites are sold to 
organisations who intend to build high quality, viable schemes. Small 
developers, housing associations, and community-led housing organisations 
are able to bid on any number of sites, by submitting their track record, 
financial offer and intentions for the site. This can unlock funding for viable 
sites.

• Infill sites may be complex but can be unique opportunities for fine grain 
neighbourhood improvement. Creative extension solutions that account 
for overshadowing, sight-lines and respond to site typology, scale and 
architectural details can actually improve the overall appearance of a place.

• Community co-design is a useful alternative for complex infill-sites. 
Involving the local community in design processes nurtures support at a 
local level, which can strengthen community ties and deliver a scheme that 
is site appropriate and of good design quality.

Designing Small-Scale Development 
19/06/2018

Chair
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Chris Twinn, Twinn Sustainability Innovation 
Hari Phillips, Bell Phillips Architects 
Vincent Walsh, Urban U+D 
Justin Carr, Public Land
Mellis Haward, Archio
David Hills, DSDHA

Attendees  49

• Collaborate early. Engaging the community using design reviews early on 
in a project can ensure a higher quality outcome that is welcomed by the 
community. 

• Collaborate often. Present your ideas to the community and acknowledge 
residents’ concerns, involve Councillors and keep developers in the loop as 
you build consensus. 

• Get to know your site. Knowing your site and helping others to understand 
its context will help you deliver a scheme that residents want.

• Set out clear milestones. Decide what you want from a project; which 
aspects are non-negotiable and where there is room for flexibility. Celebrate 
key milestones; small wins throughout the lifecycle of a project will help 
maintain collective morale across all stakeholders.

• You must be persistent and creative to push a project forward. Not all 
parties will be in favour of a scheme, but being clear about your vision and 
presenting your scheme in an creative and jargon-free way can help you get 
the people on board. 

• Get the right voices in the room. Ensuring a consultation is inclusive and 
listening to a variety of residents will more fairly reflect the opinions of a 
community.  Likewise a project that goes to design review can improve the 
quality of the scheme. 

Design, People & Processes
11/07/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Edmund Bird, Transport for London 
Neil Deely, Metropolitan Workshop 
Amanda Reynolds, AR Urbanism 
Catherine Grieg, Make:Good 
Rachel Jones,  Urban Design London  

Attendees  32
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The Design Companion
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• When in doubt, remember the eight key characteristics of well-designed 
places. You can always go back to these qualities when considering 
a scheme; easy movement, mix of uses, fit for purpose, public space, 
adaptability, positive identity, efficiency and an appealing appearance. 

• Good design is site specific. What works in one place may not be appropriate 
in another. It is essential to consider surrounding density levels, sunlight, 
characteristics and form for every site to ensure the design will sit well 
within its neighbourhood. 

• Time is an important factor in the way we design our places. Spaces are 
used differently at different times of the day, on weekdays and weekends – 
and good places should be flexible and able to accommodate different uses  
and activities.

• A design is made up of the physical characteristics of a scheme. These 
include height, width and length of buildings; how they are laid out on the 
site and the way they will be built and detailed.

• Planners need to look at designs in detail. Request more information, visit 
the site, and ask questions to get a thorough understanding of the design 
concept  and to avoid the common problems seen in housing development 
such as poor ventilation, overshadowing and inefficient servicing. 

The Design Companion: An Introduction 
17/04/2018

Chair
Sue Vincent,  Urban Design London  

Speakers
Neil Deely, Metropolitan Workshop 
David Birkbeck, Design for Homes 
Rob Cowan, Urban Design Skills 
Rachel Jones, Urban Design London   
Paul Dodd, Urban Design London  

Attendees  79 Attendees  48

• Ask questions. As a planner it is important to question a scheme if some of 
the drawings are unclear; ask applicants to explain in greater detail during 
pre-application to ensure a great end product.

• Think about the user-experience when interrogating a floor plan. Consider 
the qualities of a space from the users’ point of view. Thinking about light, 
privacy, storage and noise are useful ways to check if a design proposal will 
cater to the needs of occupants. 

• One way to test if a plan would work in reality is by using furniture as a 
scale reference. Think about the way that you, an old person, young family or 
student would use a space, and if the furniture can be moved around to suit 
their different needs.

• CGI's are used to promote development proposals. Whilst CGI's are useful in 
conveying the aspirations of a project, it is important to always look at scaled 
plans and sections. Evocative lighting, planting and people can mask major 
compromises in design. 

• Drawing types should be appropriate for purpose. Conceptual sketches 
convey an idea; detailed construction drawings show technical detail; and 
rendered images represent what a scheme will look like once constructed. 

Understanding Plans & Drawings 
06/06/2018

Chair
Paul Dodd, Urban Design London  

Speakers
Vanessa Ross, arc Landscape Design & Planning 
Kruti Patel, Metropolitan Workshop 
Bally Meeda, Urban Graphics 
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